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Hopefully, your favorite TopKnot card! And if you’re anything like me, changing up your 
décor, is fairly common, including what’s framed. While testing the alignment of the 
Infinity Collection, it became most apparent, however, that not all 5 X 7 frames are 
created equal.  Although this is the actual card size, they fit snug in some, but there’s 
wiggle room in others. And since this collection is more intricately designed than previous 
collections, I’ve displayed them in simple 8 X 10 frames with 5x7 mats, so as not to 
undermine the subject matter.  Even though I already planned to do so, this, instantly, 
cured those wiggles and elevated the artwork to something even more eye-catching.  

“My Snowflakes cards arrived today! They are 
beautiful--a pure reflection of their creative 
creator! It's an honor to hold original artwork in 
my hands with lovely drawings and meaningful 
sentiments. Almost don't want to use them! 
Thanks!”  

            ~ T. Barton-Barrett, NC 

“The Eternity Collection is absolutely exquisite! 
Thank you for leaning into your gifts so that we 
can enjoy!”          

                            ~ R. Finan, GA 
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I consider it a huge 
blessing to be able 
to translate what I 
hear in love songs 
into loving works of 
art. And I’m also 
grateful that I can 
look at these pieces 
and find words that 
express what I see 
in them collectively, 
or even in my 
dreams, in some 
cases.  Sometimes, 
however, these are 
accomplished years 
apart. While I can 
probably grab just 
about any of the 

poetry excerpts and 
match them with 
just about any of the 
sweethearts, it is not 
until I hug them with 
what I believe to be 
just the right words, 
is there a perfect 
marriage. It gives me 
both goose bumps 
and an enormous 
sense of fulfillment! 
That’s when the 
butterfly effect has 
been achieved, but 
only validated by 
admirers who share 
how much love they 
feel in the work.  

 

The time has finally come 
to take love to a dimension 

where the bliss is endless 
with a little help from 

The Infinity Collection 
This limited-edition set is 

  out-of-this-world! 
 

 

https://dedikations.net/
https://dedikations.net/collections/the-infinity-collection

